
Developmentally appropriate  
expectations

Caregivers must understand developmental stages of 
growth in order to appropriately guide children’s be-
havior. Caregivers should not expect children to do 
things that they are not developmentally ready to do. 
Nor should children be scolded for behaviors that 
are normal for their age. Doing so forces children to 
fail, to feel badly about themselves, and/or to feel an-
ger toward the caregiver. Inappropriate expectations 
also make managing a group of children consider-
ably more difficult.
The following are examples of typical behaviors care-
givers can expect to see in children of different ages. 

Infants (1 to 12month-olds) tend to:
w Communicate their needs through crying
w Drop things, often on purpose, and expect you to 

pick them up and give them back to them (this is 
often a game they enjoy) 

w Be messy (it is inappropriate to expect them to pick 
up after themselves or feed themselves neatly)

w Want you pick them up and hold them a lot
w Put everything within their reach in their mouths 
w Not understand verbal requests to stop what they 

are doing, and 
w Practice new skills and repeat new experiences 

with enthusiasm and perseverance. When they 
learn to bang things together, they bang everything! 
When they learn to crawl, they crawl everywhere!

Note: It is never appropriate to discipline or scold 
infants for their behavior.

Toddlers (1 to 2 ½ year-olds) tend to:
w Endlessly ask “Why?”
w Repeat the same activity many times
w Say “No!” and say it often!
w Have a short memory for rules or details, requir-

ing frequent reminders
w Want to do things for themselves
w Be frustrated when they do not have the skills to 

do what they want to do
w Get upset by disrupted routines
w Grab things from another child if they want it
w Test their physical limits by climbing, running, 

and pulling themselves up on things, sometimes 
getting into predicaments

w Be distracted easily
w Solve disputes physically because they have not 

fully mastered language, and
w Bite their playmates out of frustration, anger, or to 

get what they want.

Preschoolers (2 ½ to 5-year-olds) tend to:
w Increasingly feel they’re “all grown up” and know 

everything (they want to make their own choices 
and have control over their time, clothes, food, 
toys, and friends)

w Become social (they spend increasing time play-
ing with each other and getting silly together)

w Begin to develop friendships
w Be sophisticated enough in their language to play 

with words (they mimic other people and experi-
ment with bad language)

w Be curious about each other’s bodies
w Imitate violent, strong role models in their  

fantasy play
w Have less need for precise routines or orderly pro-

cedures, especially as they turn four or five, and
w Begin to develop a sense of personal and  

cultural identity.

Infants tend to want  
you to pick them up  
and hold them alot
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School-Age (5 to 12-year-olds) tend to:
w Master skills
w Be more strongly influenced by their peers than 

by adults
w Take interest in their appearance and what other 

people think of them (they embarrass easily and 
are slow to admit that they don’t know some-
thing), and

w Prefer to spend most of their time with children 
the same gender as themselves (often they express 
dislike for the opposite sex).

A Few More Words About Toddlers
Sometimes toddlers need special understanding in 
order to meet their needs. Below are some addition-
al insights into the world of toddlers.
w Toddlers do not have the ability to see things from 

another person’s point of view. They may think 
that the world revolves around them. With a little 
time and experience they will grow out of this. 
Sometimes they may hurt others but do not un-
derstand that they caused the hurt. You will need 
to help them to understand the results of their 
actions. “Hitting hurts. That hurt Kim-Long when 
you hit her. She is crying. Use your gentle touch-
es.” Or, “Miguel had the ball first. It made him sad 
when you took it from him. See, he is crying. Let’s 
give the ball back to Miguel and you can play with 
this one.” 

w Toddlers have short memories and need lots of 
reminders. Even when told, “No,” they may forget 
the rule just a short time later. You can kindly 
and gently restate the rule as you guide them to 
another activity.

w Toddlers have good intentions but poorly devel-
oped motor skills. Perhaps a tight squeeze may 
have been meant to be a hug from a toddler. 
Again, they need to be reminded and shown how 
to use gentle touches. Sometimes spilled milk is 
an attempt at independence without the ability to 
do it themselves. You should encourage the inten-
tion while showing the child a more secure way of 
holding the cup.  

Tips for Helping Toddlers
Ask yourself these questions:
w Are my expectations for toddlers appropriate or 

are they too high? 
w Are they experiencing consistency and routine 

throughout each day? Do my daily schedule and 
routines provide them a sense of security by 
knowing what will come next?

w Is the environment structured so that they can 
freely move about and explore? Are there any 
“hands off” areas that need to be modified for 
their safety and exploration?

w What is the noise level? Is it too loud? Can it be 
modified?

w Are my expectations for them to sit or be still for 
periods of time appropriate? Toddlers need to 
move, wiggle, and explore. A good time for shar-
ing a story, song, or fingerplay with young chil-
dren is during meal times, when they are sitting 
and you already have their attention.

w Are there plenty of toys and materials available, 
many of them duplicates, so that they do not have 
to share more than is developmentally appropriate 
for their age?

w Do you have enough teachers in your toddler 
room to meet the individual needs of the chil-
dren? This age often needs lower staff-to-child 
ratios for their developmental needs. This is es-
pecially true during diaper changing times, eating 
times, and putting them to sleep at naptime.
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